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Acoustic and Semantic Enhancements
for Children With Cochlear Implants

Rajka Smiljanica and Douglas Sladenb

Purpose: In this study, the authors examined how signal
clarity interacts with the use of sentence context information
in determining speech-in-noise recognition for children with
cochlear implants and children with normal hearing.
Method: One hundred and twenty sentences in which the
final word varied in predictability (high vs. low semantic
context) were produced in conversational and clear speech.
Nine children with cochlear implants and 9 children with
normal hearing completed the sentence-in-noise listening
tests and a standardized language measure.
Results: Word recognition in noise improved significantly for
both groups of children for high-predictability sentences in
clear speech. Children with normal hearing benefited more
from each source of information compared with children with
cochlear implants. There was a significant correlation

between more developed language skills and the ability to
use contextual enhancements. The smaller context gain in
clear speech for children with cochlear implants is in accord
with the effortfulness hypothesis (McCoy et al., 2005) and
points to the cumulative effects of noise throughout the
processing system.
Conclusion: Modifications of the speech signal and the
context of the utterances through changes in the talker output
hold substantial promise as a communication enhancement
technique for both children with cochlear implants and
children with normal hearing.
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I n daily communications, children process speech in
complex auditory environments, such as classrooms,
where the speech signal is degraded by the presence of

ambient noise, voices of other children and adults, rever-
beration, and distance. The task of listening to speech under
such adverse conditions is challenging for all listeners and
is even more difficult for children with speech perception
deficits. The current study examined whether enhancing
the speech signal and the content of the utterances through
modifications in the talker output can increase speech
intelligibility in noise for children who use cochlear implants
(CIs) and children with normal hearing (NH). Specifically,
we explored the effect of “clear speech,” a distinct intelligi-
bility-enhancing speaking style, and of contextual-semantic
information on speech recognition in noise. Through this, we
examined how signal clarity and the use of compensatory
information at sentence levels interact in determining speech
recognition for these two groups of children. Additionally,

we examined whether underlying language abilities correlate
with sentence-in-noise perception test scores. This research
was motivated by the need to understand the combined
contribution of the peripheral-auditory and the central,
cognitive-linguistic skills that underlie difficulties to process-
ing spoken language in the presence of background noise
for children with CIs and children with NH.

Early language exposure promotes the development of
receptive and expressive language skills in children. Specif-
ically, early experience provides infants with needed input to
learn statistical properties (e.g., tracking transitional proba-
bilities between syllables or phonemes aiding word segmen-
tation), phonological properties (e.g., using voicing contrast
to distinguish between syllables), word meanings, and gram-
matical structures of the ambient language (Graf-Estes,
Evans, Alibali, & Saffran, 2007; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport,
1996; Shi, Werker, &Morgan, 1999; Stager &Werker, 1997).
These skills promote language development throughout
childhood. Children who were born deaf or who acquire
deafness prior to language development have been deprived
of essential auditory input during a critical time period.
Sharma, Dorman, and Spahr (2002) examined evoked
potentials of auditory cortex (P1) from children who use CIs,
a surgically implanted auditory prosthesis, and who were
implanted at various ages. The results demonstrated that
children implanted before 3 years of age had P1 responses
within the normal range. Children implanted later in life had
responses outside the normal range, even after extended
implant use. Further support for the importance of early
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language exposure comes from research showing that chil-
dren with hearing loss who receive intervention before
6 months of age have better language outcomes than chil-
dren who receive intervention after 6 months of age
(Yoshinaga-Itano, Sedey, Coulter, & Mehl, 1998). Although
younger age of implantation and longer experience with
CIs are associated with better outcomes (Kirk et al., 2002;
Nicholas & Geers, 2006; Niparko et al., 2010), large vari-
ability in speech processing remains among children with CIs
(Pisoni, 2008; Sarant, Blamey, Dowell, Clark, & Gibson,
2001).

In everyday listening situations, accurate speech per-
ception relies on the capacity of the auditory system to
process complex sounds in the presence of background noise.
This task is difficult even for listener groups with nor-
mal hearing and normal cognitive abilities (Assmann &
Summerfield, 2004; Rogers, Lister, Febo, Besing, & Abrams,
2006). Listening in noise is more difficult for children because
auditory development is not complete until early adoles-
cence (Werner, 2007). Children with CIs are disadvantaged
further because they are listening through an impaired
auditory system and using an implant system that does not
provide the same resolution as an ear with normal hearing.
It is well documented that speech recognition in noise is
one aspect of spoken language processing that is especially
difficult for CI users (Litovsky, Johnstone, & Godar, 2006;
Schafer & Thibodeau, 2003; Spahr, Dorman, & Loiselle,
2007; Stickney, Zeng, Litovsky, & Assmann, 2004).

Noise can impact speech processing at several lev-
els. Acoustic-phonetic cues may be insufficient (or absent
because of coarticulation and deletion) for word identifica-
tion when listening to speech in noise or when listening to
faster, more casual speech. The extent to which such adverse
listening conditions affect speech understanding likely var-
ies between children with NH and children with CI. For
example, the masking effect of noise on the acoustic cues
to phoneme identification and discrimination may prevent
children with CIs from fully accessing the information in the
acoustic signal needed to process it. In contrast, children with
NH are likely to have developed more efficient strategies
for processing speech in noise (albeit at lower levels than
adult listeners). This may arise from their ability to attend
to segmental cues that are less vulnerable to signal-related
distortions, such as attending to formant transitions cues
to identify stops when stop-burst information is masked by
noise (Jiang, Chen, & Alwan, 2006; Parikh & Loizou, 2005).
Children with CIs may not have developed such processing
flexibility or may not have access to these cues in the de-
graded signal and are expected to perform worse compared
with their hearing peers.

The current study examines whether auditory access to
the speech signal and subsequent word recognition in noise
can be aided by signal enhancements through “clear speech”
modifications. Clear speech is a listener-oriented mode of
speech production that speakers adopt when they are aware
of a speech perception difficulty on the part of the listener
as a result of background noise, a hearing impairment, or
a different native language (Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009;

Uchanski, 2005). This intelligibility-enhancing speaking
style change typically involves a decrease in speaking rate,
increased dynamic pitch range, increased amplitude, more
salient stop-consonant releases, greater consonant intensity,
and increased energy in the 1000–3000 Hz frequency range
(Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002; Krause & Braida, 2004;
Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1986). Although the magnitude
of the clear speech intelligibility advantage varies across
talker and listener groups, presentation levels, and materials,
the clear speech intelligibility gain is reliable and robust
(Ferguson, 2004, 2012; Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002;
Krause & Braida, 2002; Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1985;
Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2005; Uchanski, Choi, Braida, Reed,
& Durlach, 1996). However, not all listener groups benefit
from clear speech enhancement strategies. Listeners who
have been shown to benefit less from some of the clear speech
modifications include adults with hearing impairment and
nonnative listeners (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Ferguson &
Kewley-Port, 2002).1 Nevertheless, Bradlow, Kraus, and
Hayes (2003) showed that even though children with learn-
ing disabilities (LDs) had poorer overall sentence-in-noise
perception compared with a control group, both groups of
children benefited significantly from naturally produced
clear speech. This speaking style adaptation raised the
performance of children with LDs within the range of the
control group when listening to conversational speech, thus
promoting speech intelligibility for this population. It is
important to examine whether children with CIs can also
gain a perceptual benefit from the acoustic-phonetic features
of clear speech.

Noise can also affect higher levels of linguistic pro-
cessing in a cumulative manner. Children with CIs who
have relatively poorly developed syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic processing skills may be less able to draw on higher
level linguistic structural and contextual (lexical, semantic,
and syntactic) information in order to recover from losses at
the perceptual level. Evidence shows that young children with
typical hearing benefit from semantic-contextual cues when
listening in quiet (Fernald, 2001; Tyler & Marslen-Wilson,
1981). For instance, word recognition for the target word
cheese is improved in Mice like to eat cheese compared
with He saw cheese (hence high-predictability [HP] vs. low-
predictability [LP] context). Some evidence suggests that
background noise interferes with children’s use of such cues
(Nittrouer & Boothroyd, 1990). In contrast, Fallon, Trehub,
and Schneider (2000) found that word identification was
similar for 5-year-old children and adult listeners when
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was 5 dB more favorable for
children compared with adults. That is, children with typical
hearing showed no diminished ability to use contextual
information compared with adults when using more benefi-
cial SNRs (Fallon et al., 2000, 2002). These results demon-
strated that the difference in sensorineural processing rather

1Most recently, Ferguson (2012) showed similar intelligibility benefit for
older adults with hearing loss and younger adults with typical hearing for
clear speech CVC syllables compared with conversational syllables.
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than the ability of children to use contextual cues accounted
for the difference between adult and NH children listeners in
word recognition. However, no studies have addressed this
issue directly in children with CIs. Furthermore, no studies
have explored how signal clarity interacts with the use of
contextual cues for both groups of children.

The effortfulness hypothesis (McCoy et al., 2005;
Rabbitt, 1968, 1991) states that executive attention and
working memory resources for speech processing are limited.
When these limited resources are engaged in the sensory
processing of speech (for instance, when listening to speech in
challenging listening environments), resources needed to
store speech in memory are reduced. The effortfulness in
auditory processing has been shown to affect word recall in
older adults with hearing loss more compared with older
adults with typical hearing (McCoy et al., 2005). The word
recall difference between the two groups of listeners was
found even though both groups were equally able to
correctly identify final words in a list. The effortfulness
hypothesis suggests that children with CIs will put extra
effort into accessing and processing the speech signal
compared with NH children even when listening to clear
speech and easier SNRs. Because of this reallocation of the
processing resources, they will have fewer resources available
to “track” the meaning as it builds up as more contextual
information becomes available.

The goal of the current study was to investigate
whether speech-in-noise perception for children who use
CIs and children with typical hearing can be aided through
sentence-context and acoustic-phonetic enhancements. An
additional goal was to explore the acoustic-phonetic features
of clear speech and HP sentences in order to gain an insight
into the acoustic-phonetic features available in the speech
signal that may aid speech-in-noise perception for children.
To that end, we investigated word recognition in noise for
conversational and clear and LP and HP sentences. We
tested the following hypotheses: (a) Children with CIs will
perform worse on sentence-in-noise perception tasks com-
pared with children with NH; (b) both listener groups will
benefit from acoustic-phonetic and semantic enhancements
in word recognition, and the benefit from these enhance-
ments will interact with the hearing status such that the clear
speech benefit and HP context separately and in combination
will benefit NH children more than children with CIs; and
(c) the language skills will correlate with sentence-in-noise
perception test scores in children with CIs and NH children.
These measures will correlate with the children’s ability to
use information provided by semantic-contextual cues but
not with their ability to benefit from clear speech enhance-
ments of acoustic-phonetic cues. Combined, the results will
help elucidate the auditory and cognitive factors that shape
speech intelligibility for a population that is particularly
vulnerable to the effects of noise in everyday communication,
namely, children with and without CIs. The results will
provide insight into the communication strategies that can
promote more accurate spoken language processing by
children with speech perception deficits and those with age-
appropriate speech perception skills.

Method
Participants

Talkers. Two talkers, one female and one male, were
recorded reading test sentences in conversational and clear
speaking styles. Both talkers were graduate students in the
Linguistics Department at the University of Texas at Austin
and were native talkers of general American English. Their
ages at the time of the recording were 27 and 28 years,
respectively. They were not aware of the purpose of the
recordings. They were paid at the end of the recording
session.

Listeners. Nine children with CIs (three female,
six male) and nine children with NH (six female, three male)
participated in the sentence-in-noise listening tests. The
children with CIs were recruited through the Speech and
Hearing Center in the Communication Sciences and Dis-
orders Department at the University of Texas at Austin. The
children withNHwere recruited from theAustin community.
All procedures were approved by the institutional review
board at the University of Texas at Austin. Parents provided
written consent for their children’s participation and children
were compensated for their time. Tables 1 and 2 provide
the background characteristics for CI and NH participants,
respectively. The children with CIs ranged in age from 5.11 to
12.7 years (M = 8.47), and children with NH ranged in
age from 6.2 to 13.0 years (M = 8.8). Among the children
with CIs, four were using the Advanced Bionics Harmony
processor, three were using the Cochlear Freedom processor,
one was using the Cochlear CP810 processor, and one was
using the Med-El Combi 40+ processor. During the exper-
iment, all children were using their “everyday” program with
volume and sensitivity at user settings. No preprocessing
noise suppression schemes were used. Six children had a
unilateral CI, and three children had bilateral CIs. Children
were tested with whichever configuration was the same as
their everyday routine. The average age when hearing loss
was first identified was 13.7 months (range = 0–54 months).
The average age of first implantation was 27.1 months
(range = 9–60 months). Participants’ average implant
experience since receiving the first implant was 5.7 years
(range = 2.6–8 years). The children with CIs thus varied
considerably in the hearing loss onset and the amount of CI
experience. Nevertheless, eight of the nine CI participants
were prelingually deafened, and all were experiencedCI users.
Normal hearing for the NH listener group was defined as
thresholds better than 20 dB HL at frequencies 500 through
4000 Hz (American National Standards Institute, 2004).

Materials
One hundred and twenty sentences were used for the

recordings (Fallon et al., 2002). The sentences were simple
and short and developed specifically for testing children’s
ability to use contextual-semantic cues in speech recognition
in noise. Sixty sentences were HP sentences with content that
was familiar to 5-year-olds (e.g., Mice like to eat cheese).
Sixty sentences were LP sentences that were derived from the
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HP sentences by removing the contextual information (e.g.,
He looked at the cheese). In both sentence types, the final
monosyllabic word was the key word used to score word
recognition. The final words in HP contexts were initially
provided by a large group of adults and the most agreed-
upon word was used as a target key word (Fallon et al.,
2002). Following that, the authors verified that 29 five-year-
olds were able to select the target key word in 98.8% of test
trials, indicating that the high-context sentences effectively
cued the target words with ideal listening conditions and
a closed response set (four-alternative forced word-choice
task), thus ensuring equal word difficulty across sentences.
More details about the development of the sentences can be
found in Fallon et al. (2002).

Procedure
Production. The talkers were recorded in a sound-

attenuated booth as they read sentences once in conversa-
tional and once in clear speaking style. For the conversational
style, the talkers were instructed to read in a casual manner
as if they were talking to someone familiar with their voice
and speech patterns. For the clear speaking style, the
talkers were instructed to read as if they were talking
to a listener with a hearing loss or a nonnative speaker
(for the discussion of the use of clear and conversational
speech terminology, see Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009). The
instructions were provided verbally by the experimenter.
No training was involved. The sentences were presented on
PowerPoint slides one at a time. Clear-speech sentences
were written in capital letters to remind talkers to use the
clear speaking style. This procedure has been shown to be
sufficient in eliciting two distinct speaking styles (Smiljanic
& Bradlow, 2009). The recordings were made using a
Marantz PMD 670 flash recorder at a sampling rate of
44 kHz. This yielded 480 sentences total (60 HP + 60 LP ×
2 speaking styles × 2 talkers).

Stimuli preparation. The digital speech files of the
recordings were segmented into sentence-length files and
equated for average root-mean-square amplitude. The
sentences and noise were presented with Adobe Audition
through separate channels. The channels were routed
through the audiometer, and level was adjusted to create
the desired SNR. For this experiment, speech-shaped noise
(SSN) was spectrally matched to the long-term spectrum
of the concatenated sentences using the equalizer function
within Adobe Audition. In the current experiment, we chose
to use SSN to probe the effect of energetic masking on word
recognition in children with CIs. The SNR levels used in
the sentence-in-noise listening tests were determined for each
individual listener on the basis of their Hearing in Noise
Test for Children (HINT-C; Nilsson, Soli, & Gelnett, 1996)
threshold and pilot testing. We aimed to achieve the average
intelligibility score range of 45%–65% across listeners with
CIs and with NH in the conversational–LP condition. This
allows for an assessment of the contextual and acoustic
enhancements benefit from a relatively constant baseline
level of recognition accuracy.

Table 1. CI participants’ background characteristics.

Children
Age

(years)
Age HL ID
(months)

Age 1st HA
(months)

1st CI 2nd CI

CI brand CI model

OWLS
composite

SS
Age

(months) Ear
Age

(months) Ear

CI1 8.6 9 12 18 Right N/A N/A Cochlear Freedom 98
CI2 8.2 9 10 18 Right N/A N/A Advanced Bionics Harmony 84
CI3 12.7 54 54 60 Right 120 Left Medel R: Combi

40-Tempo;
L: Sonata

101

CI4 9.9 18 19 24 Left N/A N/A Advanced Bionics Harmony 90
CI5 6.7 24 30 40 Right N/A N/A Cochlear Freedom 102
CI6 11.9 9 24 36 Right N/A N/A Cochlear Freedom 100
CI7 6.11 0 N/A 18 Right N/A N/A Advanced Bionics Harmony 90
CI8 7.0 0 3 9 Right 42 Left Advanced Bionics Harmony 88
CI9 5.11 0 5 21 Right 62 Left Cochlear CP810 80

Average 8.47 13.67 19.63 27.11 74.67 92.56

Note. CI = cochlear implant; Age HL ID = age of identification of hearing loss; OWLS = Oral Written Language Scales; SS = standard score;
R = right; L = left.

Table 2. Normal-hearing (NH) participants’ background
characteristics.

Children Age (years) OWLS Composite SS

NH1 12.0 114
NH2 9.11 118
NH3 13.0 124
NH4 10.8 113
NH5 6.2 114
NH6 11.8 112
NH7 9.8 98
NH8 7.10 99
NH9 6.2 109

Average 8.80 111.22
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Listening. Hearing thresholds for octave frequencies
between 250 and 4000 Hz were measured by a certified
audiologist with a standard Hughson-Westlake approach
using insert earphones. All children had normal hearing.
Following the hearing assessment, the listeners were admin-
istered the HINT-C. The HINT-C is an adaptive speech-
in-noise test, with sentence presentation levels varied on the
basis of performance accuracy. One block of 10 sentences
was used. The sentences presented adaptively allowed us
to determine SNR for 50% sentence recognition for each
listener. We derived the final SNR for the sentence-in-noise
listening test by subtracting 5 dB from the SNR determined
during the HINT-C testing. The additional SNR decrease
was found to be necessary after pilot testing revealed
ceiling effects in the easiest listening condition (clear–HP).
The testing SNR levels thus varied for each listener (Table 3).
Similar to HINT-C testing, the speech-in-noise task used
spectrally matched noise presented at 65 dB SPL. The level
of sentences varied to create the customized SNR for
each listener.

Sentence-in-noise perception test. In the test condition,
listeners were seated 1.5 m directly in front and at ear level of
a single three-way loudspeaker. Stimulus presentation was
controlled by a special-purpose experiment running soft-
ware, Adobe Audition 3.0. Listeners heard one target
sentence at a time. In all conditions, each sentence was
preceded by a 500-ms leading silence and a 500-ms noise
interval and followed by a 500-ms noise interval. The test
sentences were blocked by speaking style, context, and
talker. The blocks were presented in pseudorandom order.
Each listener heard a total of 240 sentences in eight blocks
(e.g., male–conversational–HP, female–conversational–HP,
and so forth). In addition, the sentence order was counter-
balanced, such that a listener never heard the same sentence
spoken in the same context and style and by the same talker
twice. The listeners were instructed to repeat only the last
(target) word, and the experimenter transcribed the response
as correct or incorrect on the answer sheet. Participants
were seated in the test room by themselves, unless their
attention skills required an experimenter to sit with them to
keep them on task. This was determined during the HINT-C
portion of the experiment and was the case only for the
youngest participants. For some children with articula-
tion errors, a second experimenter sat in the room to help
transcribe the responses. Breaks were provided as needed and
were always given halfway through the experiment. The final
target word was counted as the key word for a total of 240
key words per listener. A strict scoring criterion was
adopted such that the key word was counted as correct
only if all sounds of the target word were produced. In
case of uncertainty as to what the word repeated by the
listener was, the second experimenter consulted with the
transcriber to reach a consensus. At the end of the session,
the Oral and Written Language Scales (OWLS; Carrow-
Woolfolk, 1996) test was administered. The OWLS is a
standardized test that assesses receptive and expressive
language skills for individuals 3 to 21 years of age. For
each child, standard receptive and expressive scores were

determined. A single composite score demonstrates overall
language ability.

Data Analysis
Sentence-in-noise perception test. The total possible key

word correct score for each condition (female–conversa-
tional–HP, female–clear–HP, female–conversational–LP,
female–clear–LP, male–conversational–HP, male–clear–HP,
male–conversational–LP, male–clear–LP) was 30 for a total
of 240 key words per listener. Percentage correct scores
were calculated and then converted to rationalized arcsine-
transform units (RAU) for statistical analysis (Studebaker,
1985). This transformation places the scores on a linear and
additive scale, thus facilitating meaningful statistical com-
parisons across the entire range of the scale.

Production. In order to investigate what articulatory
modifications conversational-to-clear speech adaptations
involve and whether acoustic characteristics differentiate
productions in HP versus LP contexts, we performed a series
of acoustic analyses. These measurements included global
and segmental characteristics. The global acoustic param-
eter analyzed was speech rate, specifically overall sentence
duration, number and duration of pauses, and target word
duration. The specific segmental measurements included
temporal (duration) and spectral (vowel space) target vowel
characteristics. All the acoustic measurements were per-
formed on the exact same sentences that were used in the
sentence-in-noise perception tests by using Praat software
for speech analysis (Boersma & Weenink, 2011).

Table 3. Individual participants’ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) used in
the sentence-in-noise listening test.

Children Testing SNR

Children with NH
NH1 –7
NH2 –5
NH3 –7
NH4 –6
NH5 1
NH6 –5
NH7 –5
NH8 –6
NH9 –4

Average –4.89

Children with CIs
CI1 0
CI2 4
CI3 5
CI4 2
CI5 6
CI6 10
CI7 3
CI8 3
CI9 4

Average 4.11

Note. SNR was derived from a Hearing in Noise Test for Children
threshold of –5 dB.
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Results
Word Recognition Scores

The average word-recognition scores in LP versus HP
context and in conversational versus clear speaking style for
each listener are given in Table 4. Average word-recognition
scores for the two listener groups are shown in Figure 1.

A factorial analysis of variance with Speaking Style
(conversational vs. clear), Sentence Context (HP vs. LP), and
Talker Gender (male vs. female) as within-subjects factors
and Listener Hearing Status (CI vs. NH) as between-subjects
factor for RAU-transformed percentage correct score as the
dependent variable was performed. There was a significant
main effect of the listener’s hearing status on intelligibility
scores, F(1, 16) = 6.057, p < .05, partial h2 = .275. The main
effect of talker gender on intelligibility scores was not sig-
nificant, F(1, 16) = 0.204, p = .658, partial h2 = .013. The
main effect of style and context were both significant,
F(1, 16) = 116.508, p< .001, partial h2 = .879; F(1, 16) = 21.910,
p < .001, partial h2 = .578. The Style × Context interaction
was significant, F(1, 16) = 50.838, p < .001, partial h2 = .761.
A three-way Style × Context × Hearing interaction was
also significant, F(1, 16) = 7.998, p < .05, partial h2 = .333.
Finally, there were two interactions that trended toward
significance: Context × Hearing, F(1, 16) = 4.223, p = .057,
partial h2 = .209; and Talker Gender × Style × Context ×

Hearing, F(1, 16) = 4.171, p = .058, partial h2 = .207. None
of the other interactions reached significance.

These results revealed that hearing status had an
impact on the word recognition-in-noise scores. It is sur-
prising that children with CIs overall performed better
compared with children with NH. However, it seems that
the HINT-C task was easy for children with NH, resulting in
an overestimated SNR needed for the speech-in-noise task.
That is, children with NH heard all sentences at levels that
were, on average, 9 dB softer compared with children with
CIs (average SNR was –5 vs. 4 dB for children with NH and
children with CIs, respectively). It is important to note that
the overall effect of speaking style and sentence type was
significant for both groups of children. For all children,
sentences spoken in clear speech and in HP context enabled
them to better recognize the words. However, there were
significant interaction effects between various factors.

To further explore these interactions, we examined the
HP context and the clear speech gain relative to the LP context
and conversational speech, respectively (see Figure 2). The
relative context and speaking style gain was calculated as
(HP context – LP context)/LP context and as (clear speech –

conversational speech)/conversational speech, respectively.
Neither group of children benefited from contextual infor-
mation in conversational speech (conv bars). The LP sentences
were difficult to understand in both speaking styles (LP bars).

Table 4. Average word-recognition scores (RAU) in the clear and conversational (Conv) speaking styles and high-predictability (HP) and low-
predictability (LP) sentences for each listener.

Listener

Female talker Male talker

Conv Clear Conv Clear

LP HP LP HP LP HP LP HP

Children with CIs
CI1 65.79 72.56 72.56 88.26 34.21 83.91 72.56 93.09
CI2 59.36 37.46 62.54 69.12 46.90 50.00 72.56 72.56
CI3 93.09 76.14 72.56 98.73 53.10 123.00 62.54 105.93
CI4 72.56 72.56 69.12 98.73 69.12 59.36 69.12 88.26
CI5 30.88 27.44 46.90 56.21 23.86 34.21 46.90 56.21
CI6 62.54 65.79 65.79 93.09 72.56 72.56 72.56 88.26
CI7 69.12 59.36 72.56 79.91 65.79 72.56 72.56 83.91
CI8 50.00 30.88 56.21 53.10 30.88 20.09 62.54 46.90
CI9 88.26 46.90 59.36 69.12 50.00 50.00 79.91 98.73

Average 65.73 54.34 64.18 78.47 49.60 62.86 67.92 81.54

Children with NH
NH1 30.88 37.46 37.46 76.14 37.46 59.36 65.79 88.26
NH2 20.09 50.00 40.64 93.09 59.36 56.21 43.79 88.26
NH3 37.46 59.36 50.00 93.09 62.54 43.79 46.90 98.73
NH4 34.21 37.46 34.21 76.14 30.88 46.90 37.46 105.93
NH5 46.90 40.64 46.90 79.91 50.00 43.79 53.10 72.56
NH6 56.21 65.79 50.00 72.56 23.86 50.00 34.21 72.56
NH7 50.00 34.21 40.64 83.91 43.79 53.10 43.79 62.54
NH8 43.79 27.44 34.21 59.36 30.88 16.09 50.00 56.21
NH9 37.46 53.10 53.10 65.79 37.46 30.88 43.79 76.14

Average 39.67 45.05 43.02 77.78 41.80 44.46 46.53 80.13

Note. Shading on the conversational columns is added for ease of reading. RAU = rationalized arcsine-transform units.
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The significant improvements are seen in HP context and
in clear speaking style. That is, clear speech provided a
substantial increase in word-recognition accuracy relative to
conversational speech but only for HP sentences (HP bars).
Put differently, HP context provided a substantial increase in
word-recognition accuracy relative to LP context but only in
clear speech (clear bars). It is important to note that the clear
speech gain in HP context and the context gain in the clear
speech style are significantly larger for children with NH
compared with children with CIs (difference between NH
and CI gain in HP and clear bars).

Individual word-recognition scores are shown in Fig-
ure 3. Most children with NH exhibited a similar pattern
of performance, most notably a large benefit from the clear–
HP condition relative to the other conditions. Children with
CIs showed a wide range of individual differences, such
that in comparable conditions, some children performed very
well and others did not (e.g., CI1 vs. CI5). Acoustic and
semantic benefits were highly variable among children with
CIs (e.g., CI2 vs. CI3).

Performance on the OWLS test revealed normal (within
two standard deviations of the mean) composite standard
scores for all participants. Average standard scores were 111.2
for the NH group and 92.5 for the CI group. Although all
participants scored in the normal range on the OWLS, the
NH group scored significantly higher than the CI group,
F(1, 17) = 23.5, p< .05. Pearson product–moment correlation
analyses were performed on the OWLS standard score,

proportional gain from context ([word recognition score in
HP – LP]/LP within clear speaking style), and proportional
gain from acoustic enhancements ([word recognition score in
clear – conversational]/conversational style within HP
sentences). Results demonstrated a strong statistically sig-
nificant correlation between OWLS composite score and

Figure 1. Average word recognition scores (RAU) for conversational
(conv) and clear speaking styles and for low-predictability (LP) and
high-predictability (HP) sentence contexts for children with normal
hearing (NH) and children with cochlear implants (CI) collapsed
across talker gender. The boxes represent the interquartile range,
which contains the middle 50% of values. The whiskers are lines that
extend from the box to the highest and lowest values, excluding
outliers (given as circles). A line across the box indicates the median.

Figure 2. Proportional intelligibility increase for clear speech and HP
context relative to conversational and LP context, respectively, for
children with CIs and with NH. The proportional intelligibility was
calculated, for example, as (clear speech intelligibility – conversational
intelligbility)/conversational intelligibility for the low-context sentences
or as (HP intelligibility – LP intelligibility)/LP intelligibility in conversa-
tional speech.

Figure 3. Individual differences in mean intelligibility scores (RAU) for
each child in each testing condition.
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proportional gain from context, r(18) = .76, p < .05. Cor-
relation between OWLS composite scores and propor-
tional gain from acoustic enhancements was not significant,
r(18) = .15, p > .05. The results revealed a strong relationship
between the oral language skills and the ability to take
advantage of the contextual information but not the ability
to take advantage of the acoustic enhancements. It is
important to keep in mind that our listener groups were
rather small and varied in terms of their hearing history.
Nevertheless, the results suggest a complex relationship
between the oral language skills and perceptual processing
of speech in adverse listening conditions.

Acoustic Analyses
A series of acoustic analyses was performed on the

exact same sentences that were used in the listening tests, thus
providing some insight into the acoustic-phonetic charac-
teristics of the speech signal in different conditions. Previous
work has demonstrated that words that are more predict-
able from the context are produced less intelligibly and are
more reduced (Bell et al., 2003; Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, &
Raymond, 2001; Lieberman, 1963). These reductions involve
more centralized, schwa-like vowels, shorter segment dura-
tions, and deletions. Similarly, conversational speech com-
pared with clear speech is characterized by faster speaking
rate, more coarticulation, and reductions (Smiljanic &
Bradlow, 2009). Here we focused on the acoustic-phonetic
features that have been previously identified as characterizing
conversational-to-clear speech and high-to-low predictability
context modifications. We used these analyses to gain any
insight into the acoustic-articulatory factors that may
contribute to the HP and clear speech intelligibility benefit
observed in the speech-in-noise listening results. Table 5
shows the seven acoustic measurements for LP and HP
sentences in conversational and clear speaking styles for
each talker.

The overall sentence duration measure is the dura-
tion of speech only—that is, pauses longer than 5 ms
are excluded, except when preceding a word initial stop
(Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2005). Analyses revealed that clear
speech sentences were longer compared with conversational
sentences, indicating fewer syllables produced per second for
both talkers. The HP sentences were also longer compared
with LP sentences; however, this effect is due to the different
word composition of these two sentence types. The sentence
duration increase in clear speech expressed as percentage
lengthening relative to the conversational speaking rate was
similar for HP and LP sentences for each talker: Conversa-
tional-to-clear speaking rate changes were consistent irre-
spective of the type of the sentence produced. However, the
sentence duration increase was larger for the female talker
compared with the male talker in both the overall duration
and in the percentage increase (roughly 40% for the female
talker and 26.5% for the male talker). In addition to the
segmental duration increase, clear speech was characterized
by the insertion of longer and more frequent pauses. Both
talkers produced most pauses in HP–clear sentences. The
LP–clear speech (“frame”) sentences did not include many
pauses, suggesting that not all types of sentences or contexts
are similarly conducive to phrasing and pausing. Addition-
ally, the female talker produced more pauses than the male
talker. Results for the global speaking rate changes indicate
that intelligibility-enhancing clear speech is characterized
by both slower segmental production and more salient phras-
ing through insertion of pauses.

The next set of analyses focused on the duration of the
final target word, which was used for assessing intelligibility
in the sentence-in-noise listening test and which was the same
in LP and HP conditions. Both LP and HP target words were
lengthened in clear speech by both talkers. Even though
the target words produced by the female talker were longer
overall, the amount of clear speech lengthening relative to

Table 5. Acoustic analysis of HP and LP sentences in two speaking styles for each talker.

Acoustic measurement

Conversational Clear Difference

LP HP LP HP LP HP

Female talker
Total pauses 0 0 1 23 1 23.
Pause duration (s) 0 0 0.406 0.120 0.406 0.120
Sentence duration (s) 1.085 1.367 1.499 1.939 0.414 (38%) 0.571 (42%)
Target word duration (s) 0.390 0.386 0.482 0.474 0.092 (24%) 0.087 (23%)
Target vowel duration (s) 0.125 0.113 0.151 0.144 0.026 (21%) 0.031 (27%)
F1 range (mels) 572.795 560.118 584.175 575.842 11.380 (2%) 15.724 (3%)
F2 range (mels) 810.546 787.229 898.692 935.633 88.146 (11%) 148.404 (19%)

Male talker
Total pauses 0 1 0 7 0 6.
Pause duration 0 0.065 0 0.196 0 0.131
Sentence duration 0.922 1.202 1.173 1.511 0.251 (27%) 0.309 (26%)
Target word duration 0.331 0.326 0.402 0.398 0.071 (21%) 0.072 (22%)
Target vowel duration 0.110 0.105 0.145 0.138 0.035 (32%) 0.032 (31%)
F1 range (mels) 512.773 454.059 636.542 603.733 123.769 (24%) 149.675 (33%)
F2 range (mels) 692.785 654.631 704.546 684.161 11.761 (2%) 29.530 (5%)

Note. The difference columns provide the conversational-to-clear speech change.
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the conversational duration was rather similar for both
talkers (23.5% for the female talker and 21.5% for the male
talker), indicating that both talkers put similar amounts of
emphasis through lengthening on the target word and that
most talker-specific speaking rate differences were imple-
mented elsewhere in the sentence. Even though the target
words in the HP context were expected to be more reduced
and thus shorter, relative to the words produced in the LP
context, this was not the case. Duration of the target words in
the two sentence contexts was similar.

In addition to examining global aspects of the talkers’
productions, we were interested to examine the durational
and spectral characteristics of the vowels in the target words.
For this analysis, we selected a subset of vowels (same 18
vowels out of 60 in each condition: conversational, clear, HP,
and LP) that met the segmentation criteria. Only vowels
embedded in between two obstruents were included because
the edges of the vowels could be easily found and measured.
As was the case for the sentence and target word dura-
tions, both talkers lengthened target vowels in clear speech.
However, the relative vowel duration increase was larger for
the male talker (31.5%) than for the female talker (24%),
which is the opposite pattern of the one observed for the
overall sentence duration. TheHP vowels tended to be shorter
compared with LP vowels for both talkers (although the
differences are rather small). In clear speech, the male talker
lengthened the HP and LP vowels similarly, whereas the
female talker lengthened HP vowels to a greater extent
relative to the LP vowels. In this way, the female talker may
have exaggerated the vowels in clear speech for the context
where they are most reduced in conversational speech, that is,
when the word is most predictable from the context.

Finally, measurements were made of the spectral
differences in the target vowels for the two speaking styles
and two sentence contexts as possible means of articulatory-
acoustic enhancement. The same subset of vowels as in vowel
duration measurement was used for this analysis. Measure-
ments were made of the first and second vowel formant in
the midpoint of the vowel and the Hertz measurements were
converted to the mel scale, a perceptual scale of pitches
(Fant, 1973). We express the vowel space as the range in
F1 and F2 for HP, LP, conversational, and clear vowels for
each talker. A larger range indicates that the vowels were
produced with more extreme articulations, suggesting less
perceptual overlap (increased distinctiveness) for the listener.
The results showed that both talkers increased F1 and F2
range in clear relative to the conversational speech; however,
the exact enhancement patterns were opposite for the two
talkers. The female talker showed a larger increase in F2
range (vowel back-front dimension), and the male talker
showed a larger increase in F1 range (vowel height dimen-
sion). For both talkers, HP vowels were produced with
smaller F1 and F2 range compared with LP vowels (except
the female HP vs. LP vowels in clear speech), indicating some
spectral reduction for the more predictable sentence contexts.
The female speaker increased F2 range for HP vowels more
compared with LP vowels, suggesting a larger enhancement
for the more reduced vowels in clear speech.

Discussion
The goal of this study was to investigate whether

acoustic-phonetic and semantic enhancements improved
speech-in-noise perception for children with CIs and with
NH. Results showed a robust improvement for word
recognition in noise when acoustic-phonetic information
was enhanced through clear speech and semantic informa-
tion was enhanced through contextual information. This
novel finding demonstrates that word-recognition perfor-
mance in adverse listening conditions can be significantly
improved for children who use CIs (cf. Bradlow et al., 2003).2

This improvement was achieved through simple adjustments
in the talker output rather than through the modifications to
the listening device. This result has important implications
for communication with all children, including children with
perceptual difficulties when listening conditions are unfa-
vorable, most notably in classrooms, which are notorious
for poor acoustics.

The results did show that more casual conversational
speech, which is characterized by more reductions and sound
deletions, disrupted the use of the semantic system for both
groups of children. Neither group of children could rely
on the beneficial information provided by the context (HP
sentences compared with LP sentences) when access to the
signal was masked by noise and the speech itself was less
clear. This finding supports previous research demonstrating
that children can use contextual information in optimal
listening conditions (in quiet or with more beneficial SNR
when compared with the adult listeners). Challenging
listening conditions have a negative impact on children’s
speech processing and specifically on their ability to use
contextual cues, even for children with typical hearing
(Fallon et al., 2000, 2002; Fernald, 2001; Tyler & Marslen-
Wilson, 1981). In addition, the current results are similar to the
findings that nonnative listeners show no context benefit
when listening to speech in noise (compared with proficient
early bilinguals and native listeners), presumably because of
their lack of experience in processing the target language
(Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Mayo, Florentine, & Buus,
1997). Even though the underlying causes may differ, similar
to studies of nonnative listeners, the results of this study also
show that language experience is an important component
for accessing contextual information in degraded listening
environments. Combined, these findings demonstrate that
both signal-related (casual speech reduction processes) and
higher-level linguistic structural (sentence context) factors
contribute to speech-perception difficulties in adverse listen-
ing conditions (noise) for children with CIs and with NH.

The word recognition-in-noise results also revealed
that, compared with children with CIs, children with NH

2The three bilateral and six unilateral CI users showed similar
intelligibility gain from the context and from the clear speech signal.
The average intelligibility score (RAU) for conversational–LP,
conversational–HP, clear–LP, and clear–HP was 60.89, 57.84, 65.52,
and 78.75 for bilateral CI users, respectively, and 56.06, 58.98, 66.31,
and 80.64 for unilateral CI users, respectively.
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benefited more from the contextual information when
listening to sentences in a clear speaking style relative to the
conversational speaking style. These two beneficial sources
of information contributed separately and combined to the
word recognition performance by children with NH. The
smaller context gain in clear speech for children with CIs
points to the cumulative effects of noise throughout the
processing system. The significant correlations between
sentence-in-noise and OWLS scores suggest that more
developed language skills may, in part, underlie the ability
of children with NH to benefit more from contextual cues
compared with children with CIs. It is possible that, because
of congenital or early-onset hearing loss, children with CIs
have developed syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic process-
ing skills differently than their peers with NH. As a result,
children with CIs may not be able to draw on higher level
linguistic structural and contextual information in order to
recover from losses at the perceptual level to the same extent
that children with NH can. The results of the current study
are in agreement with previous research showing that
better language abilities underlie better speech perception
skills in typically developing children as well as in children
with hearing loss and children with language difficulties
(DesJardin, Ambrose, Martinez, & Eisenberg, 2009; Vance
&Martindale, 2012; Vance, Rosen, & Coleman, 2009). Lack
of correlations between language skills and the use of acoustic
enhancements in the current study may arise from the more
complex perceptual tasks involved in processing sentence-
level materials as opposed to processing word-level feature
contrasts. Nevertheless, the importance of language for
processing speech in noise highlights the need to better
understand the development of these skills and benefits of
early implantation in children with profound hearing loss.
The current results are also in accord with the effortfulness
hypothesis (McCoy et al., 2005). Perceptual effort on the
part of children with CIs to correctly recognize words may
diminish the resources that may otherwise be available
for building up the meaning over the course of the evolving
HP sentences.

The results of acoustic analyses revealed that the
listener-oriented clear speaking style was characterized by
both global- and segmental-level changes: a decrease in
speaking rate (for sentences and target words), longer and
more frequent pauses, longer target vowels, and expanded
vowel space. The results also revealed some talker-specific
strategies in implementing clear speech changes. However,
there was no significant difference in the intelligibility scores
for the female and male talkers, nor were there significant
interactions with the hearing status of the listener. Com-
bined, these results show that both temporal and spectral
changes may contribute to enhanced speech intelligibility for
children. The exact ways to achieve these changes may differ
across talkers, but the cumulative effects of the various
strategies (e.g., increasing F1 or F2) may result in the similar
clear-speech benefit. That is, the acoustic distinctiveness of
the contrastive vowel categories is exaggerated. It is likely
that the increased acoustic distinctiveness, rather than the
absolute F1 and F2 frequencies, was driving the clear speech

benefit for children with CIs given that the low frequency
boundary of the CI processor is around 300 Hz.

It is important to keep in mind that our study was
based on a small sample and further that the children who
used CIs had varied hearing histories. Our results thus do
not speak definitively to the mechanism underlying poorer
performance in noise for children who use CIs. Implants
provide an impoverished signal lacking many acoustic cues
necessary for sound processing. Further, prelingually deaf-
ened children have a variety of language deficits that prevent
them from correctly interpreting and making predictions
about the information in the speech signal. It is likely that
their diminished ability to use the contextual cues arises
from a combination of effort extended to process degraded
acoustic information and less developed oral language skills.
The importance of language in the current study cannot be
emphasized enough. It is worth noting that each child with a
CI in this study had congenital or early-onset deafness but
with the use of a CI developed age-appropriate oral language
skills. This in and of itself is another demonstration that early
identification and intervention of early-onset hearing loss
is important for oral communication. Still, it is also impor-
tant to note that although the children with CI had age-
appropriate language levels, there are still deficiencies that
prevent them from using all contextual cues as well as their
peers with NH. As noted above, further research is needed
to explore what aspects of language and processing are cri-
tical for speech-in-noise understanding.

The current results are relevant for those who interact
with children with perceptual difficulties, such as therapists,
parents, and teachers. Improved understanding of speech in
noise through simple changes in speaking style and use of
context is a tangible immediate strategy and holds substantial
promise as communication-enhancement techniques for both
groups of children. Teachers, parents, and clinicians could
benefit from instructions to modify their spoken output
directed at children with perceptual difficulties to speak
clearly, slow down, enunciate more carefully, and provide
ample contextual cues. Although these changes may result in
improved perception for children who use CIs, it remains to
be determined what other factors contribute to perceptual
problems when listening in noise. For example, deficits in
attention, workingmemory, and nonverbal IQmay be related
to speech-perception-in-noise abilities of children with CIs
and with NH. Future research efforts thus need to determine
causes underlying speech-in-noise deficits and the relations
between these causes and individual differences for CI users.
This line of researchmay provide significant insights into how
some of those deficits can be overcome.
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